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Zwara Berber is a variety of Nafusi (ISO 639-3, Lewis, Simons & Fennig 2016) which belongs to the eastern Zenati group within northern Berber (where Berber is the scientific term for Tamazight), a branch of Afro-Asiatic. Zwara (Zuwārah, Zuwara, Zuāra Zuara, Zouara) is a coastal city located at 32.9° N, 12.1° E in Libya. The speakers refer to themselves as /at ‘wil.lul/ (also /ajt ‘wil.lul/) ‘those of Willul’ and to their specific variety of the language as /t.’wil.lult/ ‘the language of Willul’. Having no official status during the Italian colonization of Libya and the first period after the country’s independence in 1951, repression of the language became severe after the Cultural Revolution of 1973. Its propagation through teaching and the media fell under a constitutional ban on the denial of the Arab identity of the state, and qualified as such as treason, a capital offense. Until the revolution of 2011 (‘17 February’), the language was therefore not spoken in cultural, educational or governmental domains and could not be taught, printed or broadcast. The number of Tamazight speakers in Libya is estimated at 184,000 in Lewis et al. (2016) and at 560,000 by Chakel & Ferkal (2012). In the absence of a municipal register, the number of inhabitants in Zwara is uncertain. A conservative estimate is between 50,000 and 100,000, which is also the number of speakers of the Zwara variety. Other than through exposure by radio and television, children learn Arabic only from age six, when attending school. Speakers have variable L2 Arabic competence depending on exposure to the language.
Until the effective suspension of the national parliament in October 2014, attempts were under way to award an official status to Amazigh language and culture in a new constitution, on a par with Arabic and two Nilo-Saharan languages spoken by the Toubou in the southern border area, together known as Tebu. Teachers are being trained in the use of Tifinagh, the Tamazight alphabet, in preparation of the inclusion of Tamazight in the school curriculum. These aspirations have remained in force after the deterioration of the political climate since early 2015.

Earlier work on Zwara Tamazight dealt with the morphology of pronouns and nouns (Mitchell 1953), which was responded to by Hamp (1959), and verbs (Mitchell 1957a). The latter was superseded by a posthumous publication of conversational texts, earlier inspected and reported on by Galand (2005), together with an extensive treatment of the verbal morphology and a preface by the editors, Harry Stroomer and Stanly Oomen (Mitchell 2009). In addition, there is a list of fish names (Serra 1970) as well as anthropological work (e.g. Serra 1971). The only phonetic work is the second section in Mitchell (1957b), which deals with gemination, referred to in section Consonants.

**Consonants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Labial</th>
<th>Alveolar</th>
<th>Palatal</th>
<th>Velar</th>
<th>Uvular</th>
<th>Pharyngeal</th>
<th>Glottal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Plosive</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>t tˁ d dˁ</td>
<td>k g q</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasal</td>
<td>m mˁ</td>
<td>n nˁ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricative</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>s sˁ z zˁ</td>
<td>j y</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>χ ι (ιˁ)</td>
<td>h ʃ ʰ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approximant</td>
<td>w</td>
<td>r rˁ</td>
<td>j</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>l lˁ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
There are 31 consonants, including 9 contrastively pharyngealized consonants and excluding geminates. The chart corresponds to the list in the editorial preface to Mitchell (2009: x) with the exception of /nˁ ʁˁ/, which are not listed there, and /ʔ/, which is. Glottal stops do not occur other than as an optional paralinguistic feature closing off utterance-final stressed syllables, as an expression of emphasis (see section *Intonation*), and predictably before a word-initial vowel after pause, as in /ˈʔadˁ.ʁas/ ‘stone’. The pharyngealized uvular /ʁˁ/ is probably innovative. Four out of eight consultants used /ʁ/ instead of /ʁˁ/ in the word for ‘churned milk’, an everyday word, i.e., /ˈa.ʁi/. For /ta.ˈml.ʁis t/ ‘fontenel’, a pharyngealized pronunciation was offered by one speaker (/ta.ˈml.ʁis t/). By default, the forms given below are as for the variety without /ʁˁ/. Finally, /h ʕ/ are arguably marginal segments, since they occur in words that are originally Arabic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Consonant</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>'ba.ba</td>
<td>father</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t</td>
<td>'t.tətt</td>
<td>she is eating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tˁ</td>
<td>'t̚i̚t̚t̚</td>
<td>eye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>'dad.da</td>
<td>grandfather; black person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dˁ</td>
<td>'d̚d̚ad̚</td>
<td>finger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>'ək.ka</td>
<td>smell+IMP+SG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>g</td>
<td>'arˀ.guzˀ</td>
<td>heart of palm tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q</td>
<td>'as.qaq</td>
<td>street</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m</td>
<td>'a.man</td>
<td>water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mˁ</td>
<td>a.ˈχmˁ.ˈmˁa3</td>
<td>rotten date on tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>'a.nu</td>
<td>water well</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nˁ</td>
<td>n.ˈnˁqq</td>
<td>we are killing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>'af.ɾuχ</td>
<td>boy</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The plosives /b d dˁ g/ are voiced throughout their closure phase, also finally and initially, while syllable-initial voiceless /t tˁ k q/ have VOTs ranging from +50 ms after /q/ to +10 ms after /t/. The fricatives /z zˁ ʒ ʁ ʁˁ ɦ/ are fully voiced, also in final position, while /f s sˁ f χ h/ are voiceless in all positions. /ʕ/ is a pharyngeal vocoid. It may co-occur with low f0, particularly in the onset, as in /ˈʕə.li/ ‘Ali’ and /i.ˈʕj.jə/. ‘He was weeping’. Fig. 1 shows a pronunciation of the second word in which f0 drops from low pitched [i] before rising again
in the vocoid beginning the rime. (For the transcription of schwa, see section *Vowels.*) There is also weak pharyngeal friction during the f0 dip. By comparison, /i.'mir/ ‘open (Adj)’ has no such dip during /m/ (panel b).

![Waveform and spectrogram](image-url)

**Figure 1.** Low f0 for /ʕ/ in /i.'ʕjød/ ‘he was weeping’ (panel a) and frictionless modal voice during /j/ in /i.'mir/ ‘open (Adj)’. Male speaker AA.

The contacts for /tʰ dʰ n nʰ l lʰ/ are denti-alveolar. /s sʰ z zʰ/ have an ungrooved, distributed tongue blade articulation on the alveolar ridge, creating low intensity friction. Alveolar /ɾ rʰ/ are tapped in the onset and briefly trilled in the coda, while geminate occurrences are long trills, as in /rʰ.ɾʰuzʰ/ ‘rice’. The voiced uvular fricative /ʁ/ may be a trill, as in /‘im.ʁarʰ/ ‘grow up’.

**Pharyngealization**

Pharyngealized consonants are notated /Cʰ/, following the IPA recommendation rather than the usual practice in Tamazight studies to indicate pharyngealization by a subscript dot. They have a retracted tongue back, along with a raised hyoid, as reported for /zʰ/ in a Moroccan variety by Louali-Raynal (2001). Plain consonants have a more forward tongue body, along with a more raised tongue front, with considerable acoustic effects on adjacent vowel
articulations (see section Vowels). The Zwarra variety lacks the contrastively pharyngealized palato-alveolar fricatives of Imdawn Tashlhiyt (Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002: 13, Ridouane 2014), but unlike Tashlhiyt it does have a pharyngealized bilabial nasal, in addition to the marginal pharyngealized voiced uvular fricative. Strikingly, plain consonants with pharyngealized counterparts are among the more frequent consonants (see Fig. 2). With the exception of /zˁ/, which approaches the frequency of /z/, pharyngealized consonants are considerably less frequent than their plain counterparts.

![Frequency of occurrence of plain (black) and pharyngealized (grey) consonants in a 420-word corpus.](image)

While pharyngealized consonants tend to co-occur in words, there is no absolute constraint that syllables or, even less so, words, must be exhaustively pharyngealized. Examples of words with contrastively pharyngeal consonants throughout are /mʔ.ʔmʔzʔtʔ/ ‘late’, /ˈamʔ.mʔasʔ/ ‘centre’, /ˈmʔnʔ.dʔarʔ/ ‘cushion’ and /tʔa.ˈzʔu.dʔa/ ‘plate’. There are of course
many words that are fully pharyngeal, but contain non-contrastively plain consonants, like /ˈfβ.s′at/ ‘carpet’, /ˈba.ʦət/ ‘potato’ and /ˈm̥tʃi/ ‘fig from second harvest’. In /ˈnn.Zas/ ‘pear’, /ˈha.ʦb.mət/ ‘incite to war’ and /ˈim.kar/ ‘grow up’ contrastively plain and pharyngealized syllables are adjacent. There is no requirement for pharyngealization to spread through a geminate. In /ˈntn.ˈnəd/ ‘roll+3SG-M; it’s rolling’, the shift occurs during the [t]-closure. For many speakers, pharyngealization may be unequal in word-final coda clusters ending in the feminine suffix /t/, as in /ˈτa.mz.ˈzəʁt/ ‘ear’, also /ˈta.mz.ˈzəʁt/ (from /ˈa.mz.ˈzəʁ/ ‘big ear’). The difference between the two versions is audible in the burst occurring at the release. In initial geminate [t:], as in /ˈt.ʦət/ ‘cup’, this shift in pharyngealization will only be detectable in a preceding word ending in a vowel or sonorant consonant. The word /ˈa.mz.ˈzəʁ/ is additionally a rare example of a shift in pharyngealization in a word-medial geminate.

Contrastive pharyngealization on consonants is to be distinguished from phonetic pharyngealization, present during vowels and during consonants which do not contrast for pharyngealization, inside or adjacent to pharyngealized syllables. Vowels near pharyngealized consonants are retracted and somewhat lowered relative to their plain allophones (for details see section Vowels), as illustrated by /li.ʦi.ru/ ‘pen’ - /li.ʦi.ʦət/ ‘first harvest fig’, /ˈari/ ‘write+IMP+SG; open+IMP+SG’, /ˈar″u/ ‘give birth’, /ˈan.ja/ ‘rhythm’ - /ˈãr.mən.ˈja/ ‘Germany’, /ˈa.ʣ.ʣid/ ‘new’ - /ˈa.ʣ.ʣid/ ‘sea gull’. The effect may spill over into adjacent syllables, as in the vowel of the first syllable of ‘sea gull’: [ãʣdʣid]. Similarly, non-contrastively plain consonants will be phonetically pharyngealized in pharyngeal surroundings, as in the case of /b/ in /ˈgbd.ʦəs/ ‘in Tripoli’. The consonants /q χ/ combine with tautosyllabic pharyngealized as well as plain consonants, as in /ˈao.quez.ʣ/ ‘anus’ (cf. /ˈa.ʦq.ʧuʃ/ ‘Abeqqush (surname)’, /i.ʦudʣ/ ‘he shook’ (cf. ˈχul ‘now’). In the case of the
voiced uvular fricative, we cannot be sure whether pharyngealization is allophonic or phonemic without knowing whether the speaker contrasts /ʁˁ/ and /ʁ/, as in the case of /ˈtˁəltˁemˁt/ ‘female camel’.

Geminates

Geminates occur initially, medially and finally in the word, as shown by /sˁːsʔə.qər/ ‘hawk’, /a.ʔw.əl/ ‘housework’, /i.ʔu.ʔdˁdˁ/ ‘be capable of it!’. Based on palatographic data for one speaker, Mitchell (1957b) shows that in all three positions, the area of contact of denti-alveolar articulations for [tː sː nː] is wider than for their singleton counterparts, extending further onto the front teeth, while for [tː] the greater contact area applies to the entire semi-circular gum line of the upper jaw. A similar difference in contact area for alveolar plosives was reported for Tashlihiyt by Ridouane (2007) on the basis of electropalatographic data. Mitchell’s kymographic data show that the release of a geminate plosive leads to a burst with a considerably higher pressure than in the case of a singleton (his Fig. 21). In our data, we find that final singleton plosives are not audibly released or only weakly so, and a firmly audible release may well serve as a cue to gemination. Mitchell’s data also show that the vowel before the geminate has a voice lag into the closure stage which is absent in the case of the singleton (his Fig. 22). Intervocally, singletons have only 36% of the duration of geminates, based on the citation pronunciation of nonsense words of the structure /ˈəC(C)a/, as shown in Fig. 3 (t=−2.604[28], p<1⁻¹⁹).³ The duration difference is larger for sonorants than for obstruents, which take up 28% and 39% of the corresponding geminate durations, respectively. A similarly large duration difference, with intervocalic singletons having 33% of the duration of comparable geminates, was found for four speakers from Morocco on the basis of real words by Louali & Maddieson (1999).
Assimilations

In some words, /ʁ/ is categorically devoiced before voiceless fricatives, as in /ˈiχ.fiw/ ‘my head’ (cf. /i.ʁəff/ ‘head’), /ˈiχ.san/ ‘bones’ (cf. /i.ʁəsˁsˁ/ ‘bone’. Final underlying /ʁʃ/ is usually /χʃ/, as in /u.ʁi.ˈsəχʃ/ ‘I don’t want’ (cf. /χ.səʁ/ ‘I want). Regressive voicing in obstruent sequences is variable, as in /itt.ˈzuf.fu/ (/[ddz/ddz]/ ‘it is wooshing’ from /i.ˈzuff/ ‘it wooshed’. Regressive devoicing is similarly variable. In the recorded story, the initial cluster of /d.ˈtf.fujt/ ‘and-FEM-sun’ (first line) is [ttff] in /l.ˈwa.ri a.ˈbh.ri/) t.ˈtf.fujt/ ‘(the sea wind) and the sun’.

Vowels

Zwara Tamazight has four vowels, /i u ə a/, which appear in their plain and pharyngealized allophones depending on context. Separate keywords are given for these allophonic variants.
The plain allophones of /i u/ are front and back high vowels, [u] being between close and close-mid, [ʊ]. The plain allophone of /a/ is [ɛ] or [æ], as in /ˈa.man/ [ɛmɛn] ~ [æmɛn] ‘water’, or [ä] in syllables with /w/, as in /i.ˈʒɪn.wa.n/ [iʒnwaŋ] ‘farm’. Word-finally, /a/ may be central and raised to mid open, as in /ˈnæn.na.w/ [nænnən] ‘grandmother’. The plain version of /ə/ varies from close mid centralized front [ɛ], central [ɔ], [œ] and centralized front [i].

Effects of place of articulation are shown in Figure 4, which gives plots of F1 and F2 measurements for the vowels /i a u/ in plain VCːV nonsense words, for four primary places of articulation, pooled over initial and final occurrences. Because /ə/ does not occur word-finally, its measurements are from word-initial occurrences in both [əCa] and [əC:a], and values were pooled over pre-singleton and pre-geminate occurrences. The solid line connects the formant values for vowels in the glottal context, i.e. before and after /ɦ/, where vowel realizations are unaffected by supralaryngeal articulations. As expected, the plain allophones in an alveolar context are raised and fronted relative to the glottal position, while the plain allophones in the uvular context are retracted and somewhat lowered from the glottal position. The plain allophones in the pharyngeal context are generally lowered, while for /i ə a/ there is also a retraction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Pronunciation</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>i</td>
<td>ˈi.mi</td>
<td>‘mouth’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tˁ</td>
<td>‘eye’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u</td>
<td>ˈud.dur</td>
<td>‘dignity’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tˁ</td>
<td>‘straight ahead’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ə</td>
<td>ˈə.bədd</td>
<td>‘get up+IMP+SG’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tˁnˁ.ʒ</td>
<td>‘pan’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>ˈa.man</td>
<td>‘water’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tˁlˁ.ʒa</td>
<td>‘Italy’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The plain allophones of /i u/ are front and back high vowels, [u] being between close and close-mid, [ʊ]. The plain allophone of /a/ is [ɛ] or [æ], as in /ˈa.man/ [ɛmɛn] ~ [æmɛn] ‘water’, or [ä] in syllables with /w/, as in /i.ˈʒɪn.wa.n/ [iʒnwaŋ] ‘farm’. Word-finally, /a/ may be central and raised to mid open, as in /ˈnæn.na.w/ [nænnən] ‘grandmother’. The plain version of /ə/ varies from close mid centralized front [ɛ], central [ɔ], [œ] and centralized front [i].

Effects of place of articulation are shown in Figure 4, which gives plots of F1 and F2 measurements for the vowels /i a u/ in plain VCːV nonsense words, for four primary places of articulation, pooled over initial and final occurrences. Because /ə/ does not occur word-finally, its measurements are from word-initial occurrences in both [əCa] and [əC:a], and values were pooled over pre-singleton and pre-geminate occurrences. The solid line connects the formant values for vowels in the glottal context, i.e. before and after /ɦ/, where vowel realizations are unaffected by supralaryngeal articulations. As expected, the plain allophones in an alveolar context are raised and fronted relative to the glottal position, while the plain allophones in the uvular context are retracted and somewhat lowered from the glottal position. The plain allophones in the pharyngeal context are generally lowered, while for /i ə a/ there is also a retraction.
Figure 4. *Mean F1-F2 plots of plain allophones of /i ə a u/ in glottal, alveolar, uvular and pharyngeal contexts. Speaker BB, N=2 (glottal), 4 (pharyngeal), 6 (uvular) and 14 (alveolar).*

The effect of the pharyngealized consonants on vowel quality relative to plain consonants is shown in Figure 5, which gives the plots of the four vowels as spoken before and after /t d s z m n l r/ and /ʈ d̥ s̥ z̥ m̥ n̥ l̥ r̥/. 
In addition to the greater difference between the allophones of /ə/ than between the allophones of the other vowels, a repeat of the pattern seen in Figure 4, it is noteworthy that the allophonic differences between the plain and pharyngealized contexts are larger than the allophonic differences between the contexts of any of the primary places of articulation. Figure 6 shows Euclidean distances (Bark) between the alveolar and pharyngeal allophones, which are the largest among the allophonic distances between primary places of articulation, and between the plain and pharyngealized allophones. This finding underlines the fact that, in the absence of cues due to differences in place of articulation, the main perceptual cues of contrastive pharyngealization are invested in the vowel quality. The reproduction of vowels in loans partly relies on the availability of pharyngealized consonants, as illustrated by the treatment Japanese /o/. Thus, Yoko Ono will have the [o]-allophone only in the second word:
Figure 6 also reveals the large variation for /ə/ noted above, particularly when compared to that of /i u/.

All vowels, including /ə/, appear in stressed as well as unstressed syllables and all may appear in open syllables, but word-finally only /i a u/ are allowed. Examples for /ə/ are /ˈə.dˀarˀrˀ/ ‘foot’, /ˈə.fud/ ‘knee’, /ə.ml.mət/ ‘Say-IMP-F+PL.’ and /q.ˈqə.lən/ ‘they accepted’ (cf. /ˈa.dˀu/ ‘wind’, /i.ʃal/ ‘sand’, /ˈu.di/ ‘oil’, /a.ˈsf.ru/ ‘poem’). Since there is no contrast between schwa and the absence of a vowel before a coda consonant, /əC/ and /C/ are equivalent. The extent to which a schwa is phonetically realized when a consonant follows in the same syllable depends to some extent on the nature of that consonant. If this is a sonorant, typically no schwa is realized, as in /a.ˈʃn.jal/ ‘flag’ and /ta.ˈbr.ʃuʃt/ ‘dish cloth’. When it is an obstruent, schwaless pronunciations are more frequent than pronunciations with schwa, but both occur. Examples are /ʃ.ʃ(ə)k.ˈʃa.tʃt/ [ʃːklʰatʃtʃtʃ], /ʃ.əklʃətʃtʃtʃtʃ] ‘chocolate’, /a.ˈdf.fu/, /ædfːu/ or [ædəfːu] ‘apple’ /a.mz.zˁuʁ/ [məzːzˁʊʁ] ‘ear’. Besides the consonantal context, the position in the word affects this variation. Word-initially, the presence of /ə/ in onsetless syllables is more
likely if the stress is on that syllable, particularly before obstruents, as in /ˈ(ə)k.kəs/ ‘take
off+IMP+SG’ (cf. /χ.ˈχul/ ‘now’). Second, schwa is reliably observable in word-final syllables,
which are necessarily closed. I have accordingly adopted a convention to transcribe /a/ in
word-final syllables as well as in stressed word-initial position in phonological transcriptions.
Beyond this, there is considerable variation in the duration of schwa, which may be as long as
400 ms, depending on its position in the word and sentence. More discussion is provided in
the sections *Syllables* and *Intonation*.

**Syllables**

The syllable structure is (C)V(C)(C), where the first C is onset and V(C)(C) the rime, within
which V is the nucleus and following consonants the coda. None of the vowels /i u ə a/ can
occur in any C-position, but all consonants can occur in the onset as well as in the nucleus
(given as ‘V’ in the structural formula, i.e. as syllabic consonants where no schwa is present),
and the first coda position. In my data, /w j/ only appear in the nucleus after /ş/ in the onset, as
in /ˈʃw.wəl/ ‘do the housework’ and /i.ˈʕj.jədˁ/ ‘he is weeping’. There are no sequential
restrictions, as shown by /ˈij.jis/ ‘horse’, /wuɦ/ ‘this’ and /l.bi.ˈru.ɯw/ ‘my pen’, from
/l.ˈbi.ru/ ‘pen’ and bound morpheme /-iw/ ‘my’. Words like /ˈi.l.ła/ ‘existence’ /ˈiχ.rˁadˁ/
‘comb’ have /i/ in the nucleus, while in /ˈjım.ma/ ‘my mother’ and /ˈju.zˁa/ ‘he dug’ /j/ occurs
in the onset. The 3SG+M verbal prefix shows up as /i/ before an onset consonant, as in
/i.ˈnɪt.t.ʕərˁ/ ‘he bounces’, as /j(ə)/ before a syllabic consonant, as in /ˈjq.qar/ ‘he is reading’,
/ˈjəχs/ ‘he wants’, and as /j/ before /i u a/, as in /ji.ˈnɪg/ ‘he sang’. The fact that attachment of
the prefix to /uʃ/ ‘want’ yields /ˈjəχs/, shows that /uʃ/ occurs in the nucleus, not the syllable
onset (*/i.ʃəs/), or coda (*/i.ʃs/).
Neither onset nor coda is obligatory, but since word-internal vowel-to-vowel hiatus is disallowed, an onset consonant like /z/ in /ˈi.zi/ ‘fly’ is effectively obligatory. Complex codas occur in two positions in the word. Word-finally, CC is either a geminate, as in /ˈə.hīn/ ‘Be kind!’, /i.ˈțu.țf/ ‘He hit with the back of his hand’, or a cluster of consonants. The most frequent second consonant is /t/, as in /ˈ̩.ța.wər/ ‘door’, /ˈta.f.r̪̪uχ/ ‘girl’; the second word has prefixed and suffixed /t/ (FEM, cf. /ˈaf.r̪̪uχ/ ‘boy’). Another frequent consonant in this position is /ʃ/, as in /ˈətʃ/ ‘eat+IMP+SG’ and in /u.ʁi.ˈsəχʃ/ ‘I don’t want to’, where it represents a negative suffix. The voiced counterpart /ʒ/ occurs in /ˈədʒ/ ‘permit+IMP+SG’ and /s/ in /ˈjəχs/ ‘he wants’. More varied coda clusters occur in unrestricted positions in loans, like /țm̰/ in /s.ˈțu.uk.fiusl̦m̰/ ‘Stockholm’, /ms/ in /ams.ˈțr.dam/ ‘Amsterdam’ and /n2/ in /vanz.ˈwl.la/ ‘Venezuela’. By contrast, the Tashlhiyt and Figuig varieties reject word-internal coda clusters. These varieties syllabify the first three segments of ‘Amsterdam’, for instance, as /a.ms/ (cf. Kossmann 1997, Ridouane 2014).

The boundary between the word end and clitics is not subject to the restriction against hiatus that applies word-internally. The interrogative clitic /a/, which indicates a polar question and attaches to all word forms except imperative verb forms, shows that between words and clitics there is no avoidance of hiatus, as shown by /ța.z̦u.ˈd̦a.a/ ‘A plate?’, from /ța.ˈz̦u.d̦a.a/, where the last two syllables form a long phonetic vowel, i.e. [ța.z̦od̦aː]. It will cause the last consonant of the stem to be the onset of a new syllable, as in /a.bl.ˈbu.la/ ‘An octopus?’ (cf. /a.�bl.bul/ ‘octopus’). Addition of the clitic will leave the number of syllables in the base unaffected, even when segments are resyllabified. For /a.�χa.ləd/ ‘sociable’, this gives /a.χa.�l.da/, not */a.�χal.da/, despite the syllabic well-formedness of that form.
While geminates occur in all three positions of the word, as observed in section Consonants, their integration in C/V-syllable structure is constrained. There are four different structural positions in which they occur, V.C, VC, C.C and CC. The distribution of these structures over the three positions in the word is exemplified below:

1. Word-initial: V.C  /ˈrˁ.rˁuzˁ/  ‘rice’
2. Word-final: CC  /ˈass/  ‘day’
3. Medial: VC  /t.ˈknn.fɔd/  ‘you are roasting’
   C.C  /ˈʊʃ.ʃən/  ‘jackal’
   V.C  /a.ˈwf.farˁ/  ‘grass’

The bipositional sequence C.V is disallowed generally, because of the requirement to create onsets if possible. The only bi-positional sequence of structural elements where geminates might have occurred, but do not, is CV. That is, a geminate consonant never crosses the onset-rime boundary. When the onset consonant is identical to the first consonant in the rime, the onset consonant is released, as in /nən.ˈzas/ ‘We have been sold to him’. By contrast, geminates that straddle a syllable boundary (V.C or C.C) are never broken up, as illustrated /t.ˈtəw.ɻət/ [ttəwlət] ‘table’, /ud.dur/ [ud:ur] ‘dignity’, and the same goes for geminates that are located inside the rime, as in /ˈnːzˁsˁ/ [(ə)n:zˁsˁ] ‘pear’, where a geminate occurs in the VC rime of the first syllable. These facts about geminates reflect the situation in consonant sequences generally. Those occupying CV may be broken up by schwa, as explained in the section Vowels. Cross-syllabic clusters are never broken up by schwa. A word like /jtt.ˈlˁχ.bəsˁ/ ‘He is deliberately confusing someone’ is [j(ə)ttlˁ(a)χbəsˁ] *[ttəlˀ]-,*[-χəb-].
Stress

Unlike Tashlhiyt Tamazight (Grice et al. 2011, 2015, Ridouane 2014, Röttger et al. 2014), Zwara Tamazight has word stress. Approximately 85% of polysyllabic words have penultimate stress. Remarkably, the presence of /i a u/ in a closed stressed penultimate syllable of a trisyllabic word appears to be characteristic of loan words, like /ʒər.ˈmˀənˀ.ja/ ‘Germany’ and /t.ˈmuk.həlt/ ‘gun’. Native words overwhelmingly have a syllabic consonant in the stressed penult of trisyllabic words, like /ta.ˈtən.ʒajt/ ‘teaspoon’, /ab.ˈlˀq.qu/ ‘pebble’ and /a.ˈkʃ.laf/ ‘mesh of sponge’, which fact is mainly responsible for the typologically uncharacteristic avoidance of sonorant rhymes. Of the remaining words, 11% have final stress and 4% antepenultimate stress. In panels (a) and (b) of Fig. 7, speech waveforms and f0 tracks of two pronunciations of /a.ˈdf.fu/ ‘apple’ are presented, one with and one without a phonetic schwa between /d/ and /f/ in the second syllable. While the f0 track in panel (a) fails to show a peak in the stressed syllable, that in panel (b) does, during the voiced interval between the onset /d/ and the rime /f/. Native speaker intuition evaluates these pronunciations as the same.
Figure 7. Speech waveforms, spectrograms and f0 tracks of /a.ˈdf. fu/ ‘apple’ by two speakers, one without (left, male speaker BB) and one with a schwa of 67 ms (right, female speaker FH) in the stressed syllable /df/, on the same time scale with f0 track (Hz).

Final stress regularly occurs in the past verbal form, as in /jb.ˈhər/ ‘he saw’. It may also occur in loan words, like /jʁ.ˈlˁi.dˁ/ ‘it is thick’ (from Arabic), /l.ba.n.ˈzint/ ‘petrol’ (also /l.ban.ˈzi.nət/, from Arabic). A representative subminimal pair is presented in Figure 8. Apart from the duration differences, the peak location is considerably earlier in /ˈnq.ˈqəl/ [nːqːɔːlː] ‘I am killing’ than in /nq.ˈqəl/ [nːqːɔːlː] ‘we agreed’.
Figure 8. Speech waveforms and f0 tracks of /ˈnq.ʔə/ ‘I am killing’ (panel a) and /nq.ˈʔəl/ ‘we agreed’, (panel b), with equal portions of /qq/ attributed to the first and second syllables. 

Speaker NB.

Antepenultimate stress may occur in words that (potentially) have /ə/ in their final three syllables, as in /ˈtə.ˈfi.o.dr.ən/ ‘They are discussing’, /ˈə.mə.təj/ ‘Say IMP+PL+F’, as well as in loanwords, like /l.ˈkəf.o.bət/ ‘car’ and geographical names, like /l.ˈkə.ʔi.ə.ʔə/ ‘Cairo’. Even though schwas can be short, the last syllable of words like /l.ˈfə.ɾət/ ‘silver’ and /l.ˈkənd.ɾət/ ‘shoe’ contrasts with the final syllable in words like /ˈtə.wəɾt/ ‘door’, which ends in a cluster /ɾt/. 
The negative suffix /ʃ/, optionally co-occurring with the reinforcing prefix /u/, attracts stress to the last syllable, as illustrated by /u.nq.ˈqəχʃ/ ‘I will not kill’, from /ˈnq.qəʁ/ (Fig. 8, panel a). By contrast, the interrogative final clitic /a/, which expresses a neutral polar question, causes stress to be penultimate, i.e. on the syllable preceding the clitic, as shown by /a.df.ˈfu.a/ ‘An apple?’ from /a.ˈdf.fu/. As a result of this process, /jmˁ.ˈmˁa/ ‘he said’ and /jm.ma/ ‘my mother’ have identical prosodic structures in their interrogative forms, /jmˁ.ˈmˁa.a/ [jmˁːː] and /jm.ˈma.a/ [jmːː], respectively. Words with final stress retain the stress on the same syllable, as in /ˈwu.ɦa/ ‘This?’, from /ˈwu/.

**Intonation**

All expressions so far have been assumed to have neutral (citation) intonation, which has a falling contour over the stressed syllable rime. This includes the expressions ending in clitic /a/ discussed above, which can only be said with this intonation contour. In Figure 9, citation pronunciations of all-sonorant /ˈjm.ma/ and /jmˁ.ˈmˁa/ are given in panels (a) and (b) respectively. The final stressed syllable of /jmˁ.ˈmˁa/ is closed by a glottal stop, an optional feature of emphatic pronunciation. The neutral contour contrasts with a falling-rising contour, used in polar questions with an implicational overtone, and a rising contour, used in non-final phrases. These are shown in panels (c, d) and (e, f), respectively. The f0 fall starts at the beginning of the stressed rime, as shown in panels (a) and (c) (beginning of /m/) as well as panels (b) and (c) (beginning of /a/). From this point of view, the rising contour may consist of HH% or LH%, since the final rise starts later than the beginning of the rime in both cases. Clearly, Zwara Tamazight has pitch accents and boundary tones, like English. In the case of the fall-rise, the rise goes to the end of the utterance and the fall to the beginning of the stressed rime in both panels (c) and (d). On phrase-final syllables, the falling-rising melody increases the duration of the vowel, as compared to the rising and falling melodies. This
lengthening is most extreme in the case of /ɔ/. The duration of the voiced part before /χ/ in an isolated pronunciation of /ˈjəχs/ ‘he wants’ is around 200 ms, which may increase to 420 ms in the falling-rising intonation, with all of the lengthening going to a stationary fronted schwa, [ɛ].
Figure 9. Speech waveforms and f0 tracks of /ˈjım.ma/ ‘my mother’ and /jımʕ.ˈmˁa/ ‘he said’ with rising-falling intonation (panels a and b), with falling-rising intonation (panels c and d) and with rising intonation (panels e and f). All six expressions are utterance-final; those in panels (a, b, e, f) were excised from longer utterances. Male speaker AW.
Transcription of recorded passage

A translation of ‘The North Wind and the Sun’ was read out by speaker AB. Below, the phonological notation of that text is given in the first line, a morphological transcription in the second line with a gloss in the fourth, while the third line gives the Tifinagh orthography. There are no letters for /mˁ nˁ rˁ ſ/. Schwa is conventionally indicated, by ə, to prevent the interpretation of double consonants as geminates (see section Syllables). In addition, Zwara teachers recommend the use of ə for word-initial syllables consisting of schwa only, as in əl++ /ˈə.wətt/ ‘hit+IMP+SG’.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{l.} & \text{.wə.rι a.} \text{'bə.ri t.} \text{.tf.fujt} \\
\text{'lwə.rι} & \text{a\text{'}bhri d-t-fujt} \\
\text{wind} & \text{marine and-F-sun} \\
\text{tt.} & \text{.fi.ə.dr.zən} \\
\text{tt-} & \text{fidrə-n} \\
\text{++} & \text{əə} \\
\text{PROG-discuss-3PL:M} & \text{want-3PL:M FUT-know-3PL:M} \\
\text{'məmə.} & \text{mu 'sə.ən} \\
\text{məmə.} & \text{si-sn} \\
\text{who} & \text{of-3PL:M superior of-other}
\end{align*}\]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>arabic</th>
<th>transliteration</th>
<th>meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>g.ˈga.din n.ˈma.hud jq.ˈdaʕ 'id.ʒən</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>بخخوإلي  XSSLY</td>
<td>jvənəh</td>
<td>jvənəh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in-that of-time 3SG:M-pass one-M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jk.ˈnən^3.nəd^1  a'br.nus jk.ˈl'd^1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>j-kn'ən^3.d^i  abrnus j-ml'd^i</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jvənəh</td>
<td>jvənəh</td>
<td>jvənəh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3SG:M-wrap coat 3SG:M-thick</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>q.ˈqə.nən  'a.wal 'm.m'am'.m'u  'si.sən</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qqn-n awal n-m amd'm'u si-sn</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jvənəh  jvənəh  jvənəh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tie-3PL:M speech of-who of-M:PL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>da.ˈmj.z war i.ˈnəm  'att.jədʒ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d-amzwar i-nəm ad-t-j-dʒ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jvənəh  jvənəh  jvənəh</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BE-first 3SG:M-be+able FUT-3SG:M-AOR-make</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a.ˈjk. kəs a.br.'nu.sis</td>
<td>a-j-kkəs abrnus-is</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jvənəh  jvənəh  jvənəh</td>
<td>jvənəh  jvənəh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR+3SG:M-take+off coat-his</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
'da.din  d.'nt.ta  'a.la  a.'səhəh
d-adin  d-nnta  ala  asəhəh
ΛωΛξι  ΛΗ+0  0Η  0QY
BE-that  and-he  who  superior

l.'wa.ri  a.'bh.ri  ju.'dəl  jtt.'sn.fad  'sa.la  i.'n3.3əm
'lwari  abhri  j-udl  j-tt-snfd  s-ala  i-'n33m
Horaξε  ΘΥΩΦ  Σ8ΛΗ  Σ+ΘΠΗΛ  ΩΗ0  ΕΠΠ
wind  marine  3SG:M-begin+PERF  3SG:M-IMP-blow  of-what  3SG:M-be+able

'lam.mən  af.'ma.3a  i.'rn.ni  g.'gin.fad6
lammən  af'ma3a  j-rnni  gg-infad6
ΗωΕιι  ΟΩΩό  ΥΟΙΗ  ΥΧΧΙΧωΛ
but  the+more  3SGM+increase-IMP  in+blowing

af'ma3a  a.'tr.ras  i.'rn.ni  jk.'n'un.n'ud6  a.br.'nu.sis
af'ma3a  a-trras  j-rnni  j-kn'un'nn'ud6  a-brnus-is
ΟΩΩω  Ω+ΟΩΟΩ  ΥΟΙΗ  ΥΡΙΙΕΘ  ΩΘΩΙΩΩΩ
the+more  NOM-person  3SG:M-increase  3SG:M-fold  PREP-cloak-his

'df.färs  'tu.dal  'tf.fujt  t.'nah.hər
dffr-s  t-udl  t-ffuj-t  t-nahhr
ΛΧΧΟΩΩ  +8ΛΗ  +ΧΧΙς+  +ΗΟΥΟ
after-3SG  F-begin+PERF  F-sun-F  F-burn+IMP
The sea wind and the sun had a discussion so as to find out who was the stronger. Then someone wrapped in a thick coat passed by. They agreed that whoever would first make him take his coat off would be the stronger. The sea wind began to blow as hard as it could, but the more it blew, the more tightly the person wrapped his cloak around him. Then the sun began to burn until it made the person take off his coat. After that the sea wind gave up. He realised that the sun was the stronger.
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